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melanoma research became Debra Black’s top priority.
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here is, I’m afraid, no other way to start this profile than with a
wart on the bottom of Debra Black’s foot. Or, more specifically,
with what seemed to be a wart. Six and a half years ago, Black—
founder of the Melanoma Research Alliance, noted theater producer, and wife of Leon Black, billionaire founder of private equity firm
Apollo Global Management—was worried about a discolored patch of
skin on her sole. Black, who carried a high risk for certain kinds of skin
cancer, took every precaution. “I religiously went to a top dermatologist—the head of the department at a major institution in New York
City,” Black says. “He told me it was a wart.”
But the wart, despite the doctor’s reassurances, was not acting at
all wart-like. “My doctor treated it is as a wart, and it started to bleed,”
Black recalls. “It hurt when I walked. It was getting bigger. The doctor
said, ‘Oh, warts bleed. No big deal.’”
A close friend of Black’s insisted she visit a podiatrist. The misbehaving wart, it turned out, was in fact not a wart. “The podiatrist looked at
it,” Black says, “and in one second said, “I have been doing this 30 years.
That’s not a wart. That’s melanoma. You have to get it out immediately.’”
Black lists the details of her cancer diagnosis in the sort of nonchalant, ho-hum tone others use to talk about what they had for lunch. “It
was stage 2 melanoma, 4.2 millimeters, very thick, amelanotic, and had
lost its color,” she says. “All very bad for long-term prognosis.”
Black readied herself for treatment. “I had to have two skin grafts
on the bottom of my foot,” Black says. “With melanoma you have to
take out very large margins—they took out a good chunk of depth and
width on the sole of my foot.” Recovery was slow and painful—Black
was immobile for months. “You have to have your foot above your hip
23 hours a day,” she says, then shrugs. No big deal. Black has an effortless, ageless beauty and charisma; when she shrugs, you shrug along
with her.
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The metaphor we, as a society, use to describe bouts with
disease—especially cancer—is that of a battle. We refer to those
who beat cancer as ‘survivors.’ Debra Black is a survivor. This
alone makes her a hero. And then she did something survivors
rarely do—she went on the offensive.

B

lack, throughout her bout—from diagnosis to treatment to
recovery—saw first-hand just how stagnant the field of melanoma research and treatment had become. “Nothing had happened [in melanoma research] for 40 years,” Black says. Melanoma, as a cancer, as a field for young researchers, seemed to fly
under the radar. “Most people don’t appreciate how dangerous
melanoma skin cancer can be,” Black says. “People say, ‘Ah, skin
cancer. Just cut out a little bit off.’ But it can be a death sentence.”
And research-wise, melanoma was seen as a dead end. “If you’re
a young, brilliant scientist,” Black says, “you tend to go to those
fields where there’s funding and opportunity. And there just
wasn’t any [for melanoma research].”
She and her husband wanted to do something, wanted to
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shake things up. But it wasn’t yet clear how.
Enter Michael Milken, the renowned
financier and philanthropist, and close friend
of the Blacks. Milken had beaten prostate
cancer a few years prior (and his father, Debra
discovered, had had melanoma) and had,
upon recovery, launched the Prostate Cancer
Foundation, which quickly became the largest
source of funds dedicated to prostate cancer
research in the world. He came to the Blacks
with a straightforward proposition. “Michael
came to us and asked, ‘Do you want to do for
melanoma what I’ve done for prostate cancer?
We’ve reduced mortality by 50 percent with the
research we’ve funded,’” Black recalls. “We were
like, ‘Okay, but what do we know about running
a disease-specific foundation?’ Michael said, ‘I
promise you if you put up the funding, we will
make it a huge success.’”
The Blacks were persuaded—Milken had
given them a successful precedent and an
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institutional framework (the Prostate Cancer
Foundation) for their new foundation. Leon
and Debra put up $40 million and founded the
Melanoma Research Alliance. They further
committed to funding all of the organization’s
expenses—which means every penny of outside
contributions goes to research, not overhead.
That was six and a half years ago. Today, the
Melanoma Research Alliance is one of the leading anti-cancer foundations in the world. “In a
relatively short time, Debra and Leon developed
the MRA into the largest private global funder
of melanoma research,” says Milken. “It’s no coincidence that more progress has been made in
melanoma research in the past five years than
over the previous 30. And while we often talk
about the economic implications of reducing
cancer mortality—economists at the University
of Chicago estimate that a one percent drop
in cancer deaths would be worth half a trillion
dollars—the real impact is priceless. How do
you value the gift of more time with the people
you love?”
The numbers are staggering, especially
considering the MRA’s age. It’s awarded, to
date, more than $49 million to 118 research
programs run by 80 institutions in 14 countries.
There have been 18 clinical trials; 17 patent
applications; more than 100 published papers;
and more than 145 points of collaboration initiated between academic, government, and industry scientists (more on this in a second); and
partnerships with such companies as L’Oréal
Paris. MRA runs awareness campaigns (sun
safety; dispelling dangerous misconceptions
about tanning beds) and has tapped such celebrities as Bruce Springsteen—whose band-mate
Danny Federici died from melanoma in April
2008—to promote the cause. And there’s been
remarkable spillover benefits: One of the drugs

“In a relatively short time, Debra and Leon developed the
MRA into the largest private global funder of melanoma
research. It’s no coincidence that more progress has been made in melanoma research in the past five years than over the previous 30. And while we
often talk about the economic implications of reducing cancer mortality—
economists at the University of Chicago estimate that a one percent drop in
cancer deaths would be worth half a trillion dollars—the real impact is priceless.
How do you value the gift of more time with the people you love?”
Michael Milken
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whose development was made possible in part
by MRA funding is showing robust results for
some types of lung cancer.

B

ut the achievement of the MRA isn’t told
only in numbers, because numbers—of dollars,
papers, patents, drug trials—are measuring
sticks. And what the MRA’s done, and, perhaps
even more significantly, how they’ve done it,
can’t be easily quantified: this is so much more
than a well-organized dispersal of research
funds.
To appreciate the Melanoma Research Alliance—and to appreciate how it’s a model for
philanthropic foundations—you have to understand how they effect meaningful progress.
Because progress does not come about via
funding alone. Yes, money funds research,
which is critical, of course. But research in
isolation isn’t nearly enough; cancer will not
be cured in a single laboratory, or even, as is
becoming more and more apparent, within a
single field. Medical and scientific advancement is incremental and collective. And the
engine here is collaboration, informationsharing, an invested community comprised of
many kinds of individuals and organizations.
And that’s what’s at the heart of the lasting,
world-changing contribution of the Melanoma
Research Alliance—not just funding, but the
identifying, nurturing, aggregating, and leveraging of many diverse anti-cancer efforts.
“It’s never just one group,” Black says, “even
if people like to take credit. There are a lot of
people involved. We’re very committed to collaboration. We decided to work with everybody
in order to fast-forward the research. We work
with other foundations, other organizations,
academia, industry.”
Suppose, by way of illustration, the Blacks
had not started the MRA, had decided instead to award $50 million to one extremely
qualified melanoma research lab. What would
have been? It’s likely the lab would have seen
excellent, promising results. Maybe a new drug.
But in founding (and funding) the Melanoma
Research Alliance, the Blacks have created
something with far greater reach and impact:
effecting not only more research and knowledge, but viable change. The MRA, in other
words, isn’t merely funding research; it’s birthing a movement.
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“There are a lot of people involved.
We’re very committed to collaboration.
We decided to work with everybody in order to
fast-forward the research.”
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All of which makes the MRA a very compelling
model for philanthropic foundations. Not to simply
‘fight for a cause’, but to create the space and opportunity to fight the fight; to empower and leverage
the many, many individuals and organizations who’ll
cumulatively and collaboratively fight the fight.
Think about it like this—i.e., together-we’llchange-the-world, not enough-money-can-solveanything—and you begin to appreciate Debra Black,
how her style of leadership and advocacy is perfectly
suited to the task she’s set for herself. Because—
think about it—who would you want at the head of
such a movement? You wouldn’t want a scientist—
that hyper-developed but extremely particular skill
set isn’t what’s needed here: it takes a lot more than
science to beat cancer. Because, in reality, challenges such as cancer are challenges of organization,
of collaboration, of awareness, of social elements,
of fundraising (and also science). What’s needed,
instead, is someone like Black, who’s able to bring
it all together, who can represent the cause to the
wider world, who’s influential, highly connected,
resourceful, photogenic, and, of course, has intimate
knowledge about the movement. Passion counts for
a lot, as does ambition that in any other context, for
any other person, would be considered imprudent.
“I want melanoma to be cured,” Black says. “And it
will.”

B

lack has been a long-time Broadway theater
producer, though of late that’s taken a back seat. “I
haven’t had much time for it lately,” Black laughs.
That genius of production—the ability to bring it
together, to oversee, to actualize, to spot and nurture
talent, to push projects to completion—is what
Black has brought to the MRA.
It’s impressive, if not totally surprising: Black is
the sort of person who does. And she makes it look
effortless—her intensity hides behind her charm and
charisma. She’s always on. Only recently Black and
her husband acquired Phaidon, the highly regarded
international art publishing firm.
After our interview, Black tapped on her iPhone
while we waited for the photographer to set up for
the shoot. “Sorry for the delay,” we told her. “It’ll be
just a minute.”
“No rush,” she said. “I’m working.”
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